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Next Programming Language

So far, in this course:
1. Binary: encoding of numbers and characters (Unicode)
2. Bash: command line and shell scripting: #!/bin/bash
3. HTML, CSS, Javascript + DOM (how to access HTML elements)
4. Apache2 Webserver (serve HTML pages, run a program: GET, POST)

For the rest of the semester, we'll use:
• Python (homework: install it if necessary)



Today's Topics

• Why Python
• Homework 9: install Python 3 if not already there
• Heads up: Homework 10: install nltk (natural language toolkit)
• Python numbers
• Examples of what you can do with Python + nltk



Why Python?

• macOS: may need to install Developer Tools first…

• NLTK is written in Python



WSL on 
Windows: 
already installed



Python3 on 
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Install Python 3

• python.org: install python3 on Windows or macOS (if not installed)

do not install Python 2.7



Install Python 3

• https://www.anaconda.com/download
• https://docs.anaconda.com/free/anaconda/install/windows/

https://www.anaconda.com/download
https://docs.anaconda.com/free/anaconda/install/windows/


Install Python 3

• https://anaconda.cloud/package-categories/natural-language-processing

https://anaconda.cloud/package-categories/natural-language-processing


Python 2.7: Obsoleted after macOS Catalina

• macOS Catalina (version 10.15) - 2019



Windows 10: Environment Variables

• if you need to manually add the directory for the Python executable to your PATH



Introduction

• Start with using the Python interpreter to do 
simple things, e.g. as a calculator.
• Later, we'll install the Natural Language Toolkit 

(nltk) and this will allow to do some interesting 
operations on language data.
• A brief look ahead to some examples…



Python: Numbers

• At the interpreter:
$ python3
Python 3.9.12 (main, Jun  1 2022, 06:34:44)
[Clang 12.0.0 ] :: Anaconda, Inc. on darwin
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more 
information.
>>> 4+5
9
>>> math.pi
Traceback (most recent call last):
 File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
NameError: name 'math' is not defined
>>> import math
>>> math.pi
3.141592653589793
>>> math.sin(math.pi/2)
1.0
>>>



Python: Numbers

type: built-in function arithmetic operators:
>>> type(2*3-1)

<class 'int'>

>>> type(math.pi)

<class 'float'>

>>> import sys

>>> sys.maxsize

9223372036854775807

>>> type(sys.maxsize)

<class 'int'>

>>> type(sys.maxsize+1)

<class 'int'>

>>> sys.int_info

sys.int_info(bits_per_digit=30, sizeof_digit=4)

math.log(sys.maxsize)/math.log(2)
63.0 (bits)



Python integers

• Recall bc in the Bash shell?
• Python 3: int can also go to any size (limited by available memory):



Python: Numbers

import math
math.pi



Python: complex numbers

• Example:
sqrt is the square root function, e.g. sqrt(4)=2, sqrt(9)=3 etc.
>>> math.sqrt(-1)
Traceback (most recent call last):
 File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
ValueError: math domain error

• Complex number library: 
• https://docs.python.org/3/library/cmath.html
• i is j in Python
>>> import cmath
>>> cmath.sqrt(-1)
1j
>>> i = cmath.sqrt(-1)
>>> i*i
(-1+0j)

https://docs.python.org/3/library/cmath.html


Python: complex numbers

• Euler’s Identity:
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euler%27s_identity 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euler%27s_identity


Why Python?

• nltk: natural language toolkit (nltk.org)
• install this (now or homework for next time)



nltk: Distribution of words in Moby Dick

specifically relevant to Moby Dick;
other reported words are generic

"English plumbing"



nltk: Stylometry: word length distribution

len1s = [len1[i*10000:i*10000+10000] for i in range(10)]
for l in len1s:
  plt.hist(l, bins=np.arange(min(l),max(l)+1), histtype='step')
plt.show() Forensic linguistics



Emma by Jane Austen was published in 1815

Google: 
relative 

frequency of 
two spellings



nltk: Concordance
>>> import nltk
>>> emma = 
nltk.Text(nltk.corpus.gutenbe
rg.words('austen-emma.txt'))
>>> 
emma.concordance("surprize")
Displaying 25 of 37 matches:



nltk: Counting frequency of occurrences 
of sequences of vowels in English

iou eau



Virginia Woolf

• Literary Style: Stream of consciousness
• we look at using nltk to explore this

'How fresh, how calm, stiller than this of course, the air was in the early morning; like the flap of a wave; the 
kiss of a wave; chill and sharp and yet (for a girl of eighteen as she then was) solemn, feeling as she did, 
standing there at the open window, that something awful was about to happen; looking at the flowers, at the 
trees with the smoke winding off them and the rooks rising, falling; standing and looking until Peter Walsh 
said, "Musing among the vegetables?"'



Mrs. Dalloway vs. Brown Corpus Fiction Top25



Famous Buffalo sentence

• considered grammatical, and 
• makes sense
• but hard to parse even for native 

speakers

• 8 consecutive occurrences of the 
word buffalo

picture borrowed from Analytical Grammar/Grammar Planet on Facebook, who borrowed it from somewhere else...



Context Free Grammar Parsing

buffalo.txt



nltk: WordNet relations: types of dogs

graph.py on course website

dog = wn.synset('dog.n.01')
graph = hyponym_graph(dog)
graph_draw(graph)



nltk: WordNet relations: parts of a car

from nltk.corpus import wordnet as wn
c = wn.synset('car.n.01')
g = graph(c, 'part_meronyms')
graph_draw(g)


